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Lawyer says issues lack legal advertisement
COLUMBUS. Ohio (AP) - A Columbus lawyer asked the Ohio Supreme
Court yesterday to delay the Nov. 8
election vote on three proposed constitutional amendments, alleging there
has been insufficient legal advertising
about the proposals.
Lawyer Philip Cramer contends
that newspaper ads placed by Secretary of State Sherrod Brown failed to
meet a constitutional requirement
that says the ads must include explanations of the measures.

But David Shutt, Brown's spokesman, said the explanations were required only for amendments
submitted by the General Assembly.
Issues 1, 2 and 3 were placed on the
ballot through initiative petitions.
The legal advertising contains the
ballot language, arguments for and
Sainst each measure and the full text
the amendments.
"Without the explanations, how are
the people to know what the proposed
amendment does? The explanation is

an essential element of amendatory
process, the submission to the people
without the explanation fatally destroys the process," Cramer's complaint said.
IT ALLEGED that Brown's failure
"to publish the constitutionally required explanation is such a fatal flaw
in the election process that no valid
election on Issues 1,2, and 3 scheduled
to be held on Nov. 8, 1963, can be
held."

Cramer asked the court to postpone
the election until Brown complied
with the explanation requirement.
His request was contained in an
amended version of an earlier complaint asking the court to order Brown
to "separate the multitude of issues
contained" in the tax repeal measure
or take it off the ballot.
There was no indication when the
court might rule on the request.
Issue 1 would raise the beer drink-

ing age from 19 to 21. Issue 2 would
require a three-fifths legislative vote,
instead of a simple majority, to raise
taxes. Issue 3 would repeal all tax
laws enacted since January, chiefly
the 90 percent boost in the income tax.
In related developments yesterday:
• The Ohio Welfare Directors' Association said it opposes Issues 2 and 3.
President Russell Payne of Licking
County said the group believes passage would cause serious hardships

for Ohioans who must depend on the
welfare system for their basic necessities.
• The Center for Public Education,
in Franklin County, said its trustees
voted unanimously to oppose both
anti-tax measures. It said passage
would take financial support from
schools at a time when they are recovering from a series of budget deficits,
and contended that could wreck the
state's educational program.

The Kinks
concert
canceled

Replacement license
takes 30 to 90 days

The Kinks have conked out.
The well-known British rock group
has canceled their fall 'S3 tour, including their scheduled performance Nov.
17 with special guests Huey Lewis and
the News at Centennial Hall in Toledo.
According to an official statement
released by Belkin Productions.
"Dave Davies, (brother of lead
singer, Ray Davies and the group's
guitarist), tor both physical and mental reasons, is unable to finish the tour
at this time."
Barry Gobel, director of advertising productions for Belkin, said "The
Kinks are actively pursuing the inclusion of another guitar player to replace Dave Davies.
He added that the group hopes to
reschedule another tour for January
or February 1964.
The Centennial Hall concert was
being sponsored by the University
Activities Organization and the University of Toledo as a way of drawing
bigger name groups to this area, Tom
Misuraca, director of UAO, said. He
added that the limited seating capacity of Memorial Hall has been a problem in attracting well-known
performers.

As a result of recent legislation
enacted by the Ohio Bureau of Motor
Vehicles, individuals wishing to obtain a duplicate license will nave to
wait 30 to 90 days.
This waiting period allows time to
ensure that the information given by
the applicant is valid.The purpose of
the change is to discourage the use of
identification obtained through theft
or given with permission of another,
John Ross, public relations officer for
the Bureau of Motor Vehicles, said.
"The greatest abusers of the system are individuals who wish to appear of age to drink, and individuals
using another's identification to make
bogus financial transactions," he
said.
In the past, the only form of identification needed was a social security
number.
"It was relatively easy in the past to
simply give a social security number
arid obtain a license, Patrolman David Grey of the city police department
said. "Those who abused the system
were 18- to 20-year-olds because they
wanted to be able to drink."
ACCORDING TO Ross, "the Bureau of Motor Vehicles became aware
of the problem when they saw an
absurd number of duplicate liscenses
being issued.
It was clear that a problem existed
because 300,000 duplicates had been
issued in one year, and such a large
number could not be attributed to
carelessness."

by Rita Glnley
reporter

Travel thoughts

photo/Potrco Panchek

James Van Vorhis, senior philosophy major, looks over paraphenalla on studying In Australia. He was
attending the Off-Campus Options Fair held in Prout Plaza yesterday.

New law may help Glenn

Ohio primary date changed
COLUMBUS, Ohio (AP) - The presidential bid of Sen. John Glenn, DOhio, gets a boost from the Ohio
Legislature today as a new law takes
effect to schedule Ohio's primary
election a month earlier in the nominating process.
The law, passed this year by the
General Assembly, will reschedule
the Ohio primary from the Tuesday
after the first Monday in June to the
Tuesday after the first Monday in
May.
Sen. William Bowen, D-Cindnnati,
and other sponsors said the earlier
date will help Glenn to solidify bis
home state support at a time that
could boost his momentum in seeking
the Democratic presidential nomination.
Under the old law, Ohio's primary along with those in California, New
Jersey, South Dakota, West Virginia

and New Mexico - fell on the last day
of the so-called presidential primary
season.
The legislation is one of six new
laws taking effect today after the
statutory, 90-day waiting period
which follows the governor's approval
Under another of the new laws, a
portion of Ohio's idle funds can be
used to help subsidize low interest
loans for the state's small businesses.
STATE TREASURER Mary Ellen
Withrow pushed for the statute which
permits the state to invest in certificates of deposits at an interest rate 3
percent below the current market
rate.
Participating banks must agree to
lend the state's deposit value to eligible small businesses at a rate 3 percent below the existing borrowing
rate.

One out of Watt race
WASHINGTON (AP) - Senate Republicans served blunt notice
Wednesday that Interior Secretary
James Watt must go, or face a strong
vote of no confidence. But President
Reagan said Watt "has done a fine
job, and a "stupid remark" didn't
merit his removal.
Senate GOP leaders said a stormy,
closed-door caucus Tuesday bad demonstrated that support for Watt had
waned far beyond previous estimates,
and a consensus emerged that the
secretary should resign for the good
of the party. Minority Democrats, in
their own caucus days earlier, unanimously endorsed a call for Watt's
ouster.

Reagan, whose aides had pronounced the case closed over watt
last week, told The Associated Press
board of directors that the secretary
"has done a fine job."
The president said Watt made "a
stupid remark" when he referred to
an advisory panel on coal leasing as
"a black.. a woman, two Jews and a
cripple" two weeks ago.
BUT REAGAN told the AP directors be agreed with House Democratic Leader Jim Wright of Texas on
the issue. "He didn't think it was an
impeachable offense, and I don't either," Reagan said.
"I recognize that a mistake was
See WATT page8

-the bottom lineReleased
Jackson
re-arrested

COLUMBUS, Ohio (AP) - William
Bernard Jackson, freed from prison
last year after serving five years for
two rapes police now blame on a
Columbus physician, has been
charged by a woman with felonious
assault.
A warrant for the arrest of Jackson,
Sljjras issued yesterday.
The charges were filed by Helen
Thaggard, who alleges that Jackson
broke her jaw on Sept. 5. when he hit

The law defines eligible small businesses as those which are headquartered in Ohio and conduct business in
the state, and have fewer than ISO
employees, the majority of whom are
Ohio residents.
No more than 10 percent of the
state's investment portfolio could be
used for the program, and the total
amount invested in the certificates of
deposit could not exceed $100 million
at any one time.
A third law expands the investment
authority of the five state retirement
systems to include debt or equity
interests in venture capital firms.
Those firms, in turn, would have to
place the investments in small businesses which have their principle
offices in Ohio, and either half their
assets or half their employees located
in Ohio.

THE SYSTEMS are the Public Employees Retirement System, the State
Teachers Retirement System, the
School Employees Retirement System, the Police and Firemen's Disability and Retirement Fund, and the
State Highway Patrol Retirement
System.
The other new laws will:
• Remove the $2,000 limit on group
life insurance for credit union members and increase the maximum limit
on any credit life insurance from $20,000 to $50,000.
• Revise workers compensation
laws as they apply to sole proprietors,
partnerships, and the heads of family
farm corporations.
• Increase from $600 to $2,000 the
value of property which school boards
may dispose of by private sale.

This change, which went into effect
Sept. 12, has received some negative
reactions.
"It has caused some negative reaction, but it is for the individuals own
protection. If a duplicate license were
to be obtained with another person's
identification, then the first license
would become invalid," a Wood
County Auto Club employee said.
When an applicant applies for a
duplicate license, he or she is given a
temporary license which verifies that
they are a registered driver.
But this temporary license cannot
be used in place of a driver's license
for identification purposes because it
lacks the individual's picture.
This makes it impossible for someone holding a temporary license to
cash checks or to use a credit card.
DR. JOHN FLICKINGER, assistant professor of criminal justice,
said the new system should work
because of the time factor involved.
"The new approach to the system
will be effective because of the time
delay involved. The change is an
attempt to strengthen the check and
balance of the system."
Ross said he is opthnistir the new
system will be effective because all
the verification procedures are done
through Columbus with the use of
trained personnel and a computer
network system.
This change does not apply to those
wishing to renew their license. The
penalty for the use of a fraudulent
license is $500 and/or a jail sentence
of six months.

Film helps find kids
NEW PALTZ, N.Y. (AP) - Since
a film about a child abduction was
broadcast on network television
this week, the phone has been ringing constantly at an agency dedicated to finding missing children.
Child Find Inc. has taken about
3,000 calls since the film ended at 11
p.m. Monday night, agency
spokeswoman Alice Burn said yesterday.
"It's phenomenal, but people are
still interested," she said.
The calls already have led to one
reunion, Burn said.
Child Find, based in this Hudson
Valley community, began receiving the calliafter the Monday night
broadcast of the NBC-TV movie

about Adam Walsh, who was abducted and slain two years ago.
Adam, 6, disappeared on July 27,
1961, from a store in Hollywood,
Fla. His severed head was found
two weeks later, but the rest of his
body was never found.
At the end of the two-hour film,
called "Adam," the photographs of
55 missing children were shown.
Valerie Lynn Stockie. 15, who
allegedly was abducted by two
male friends of her mother two
years ago, saw her photograph
accompanying a TV Guide article
about the movie and called her
grandparents, who called Child
Find, Burn said. By Tuesday afternoon she was in their Arkansas
home.

'Climb' funds establish grant
by Tom Reed
reporter

Through the cooperation of University students and the Bowling Green
community, the long financial climb
in securing a student-established
scholarship has come to an end.
The students, former Kohl Hall
residents, who are creators of the
Sidewalk Climb, persuaded area businesses and local residents to help fund
the project, according to Randy Stephen, senior public relations m'.jor.
The Sidewalk Climb produced
enough publicity to appear
on Toledo's'T.M. Magazine,1" while raising
the $5,000 required to initiate the

her in the face with his foot.
Jackson earlier denied the woman's
charge.
"I don't believe this is happening. I
just pushed her away after she made
advances toward me. I've got a lot of
witnesses to back me up," he said.
Jackson served five years for two
rapes, but was freed shortly after the
Sept 5, 1982, arrest of Dr. Edward
Franklin Jackson Jr., a Columbus
internist.

student-established scholarship.
The interest compounded from the
scholarship will be the money available for the first grant, Alumni Foundation Account Director Carl Pescbel
said. The initial scholarship will be
worth roughly $300 dollars, and may
be offered next fall.
The students had originally planned
to deposit the money in an existing
scholarship, according to Stephan,
but changed their minds. Instead the
group decided to create their own
financial grant.
"We think it is important to recognize great athletic and academic
achievers, but at the same time, we
want to give the average student who

index
Wills
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state/world
sports
classifieds

is trying to make a constructive contribution to the campus a chance for
some financial assistance. Under
most scholarship offering that's impossible," Stephan said.
The scholarship, the Hollis A.
Moore Memorial, is in honor of the
late University president who died in
April 1981.
"After doing research on Dr. Moore
we discovered that he encouraged
student creativity and innovation,"
Stephan said." He believed that a
solid education was important but the
student should also actively participate by joining organizations to improve the campus. I think Dr. Moore
could have seen it he would have liked

it"
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9
12

If approved, the scholarship would
have a very unique criteria.
Scholarship candidates should be
actively involved in organizational
activites such as University Activities
Organization, Undergraduate Student
Government, ROTC, residence advisers, and Greek fraternities, Stephan
said, adding, a student must maintain
a 3.0 grade point average and appear
before an interview panel.
Stephan said the group got the sidewalk climbing idea from the Monty
Python television series. The British
comedy group did a humorous skit
showing a team of mountain climbers
about to scale Mount Everest, when in
fact, they were simply crawling along
London sidewalks.

weather

• No Oho university or college has a
department which is nationally ranked7
we beg to diner Page 2.
• Shoppers lurking lor that thrirrM
buy
Page 3
Periods ot rain today with temperatures m the rmd 50s Cloudy with a
chance ol showers tonight and a low
near 40
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editorial

Olscamp inserts
his feet in mouth
University President Dr. Paul Olscamp seems to be
working on a James Watt impression. During a news
conference at Owens Technical College last week, Olscamp
opened his mouth wide and shoved in his feet.
Describing the effect low state support for education has on
the quality of academic programs at universities in Ohio,
Olscamp said there has never been a school from Ohio that
has been nationally ranked. Insert both feet, please.
Olscamp and five other Ohio university administrators
were gathered Oct. 5 to show opposition to Issues 2 and 3. His
comment was designed to illustrate how poorly Ohio schools
fare because of low support and how much the repeal of taxes
would further hurt these schools. Speaking against the issues
is fine, but Olscamp should make sure he knows what he is
talking about before he evaluates Ohio schools in public.
Contrary to Olscamp's remark, several programs in the
state are nationally ranked.
The college student personnel program here is one of the
best in the nation. It was ranked fifth in the country recently
and was recognized as a leading program when the national
clearing house for CSP information was located here this
summer.
The College of Education's student teacher program was
also ranked among the country's best recently. A Northern
Illinois University study ranked it in the top 11 out of the 900
programs it investigated.
Elsewhere in the state, Ohio University's E. W. Scripp
School of Journalism is nationally known as is its College of
Communication.
Not enough? How about Ohio State University, where
Olscamp taught philosophy before he entered administration. OSU's College of Veterinary Medicine was ranked
fourth in the nation in 1974; the College of Optometry's
graduate level programs were ranked second in fee country
in 1981; Ohio State's School of Journalism programs have
been ranked eighth nationally; and its College of Agriculture
is also nationally known.
We are sure there are also other nationally ranked departments which we have failed to recognize.
Olscamp seems to have missed them all, or perhaps he was
not thinking. A university president needs to think, at least
when he speaks in public where all can hear what is on his
mind - or not on his mind.

Vietnam book shows
we had shallow view
by Garry Wills

do the old colonial countries' dirty
work for them, yet doomed by the
The Public television series on the very forces we thought we were helpVietnam War is off to a good start. ing. As long as the TV series is, it
But the book written in conjuction cannot pause to reflect on all the
with the series is far better. Stanley converging ironies of history we
Kamow's book, "Vietnam: A His- thought we could stay innocent of.
In an odd way, Karnow's book retory," supplies us with a longer history of French colonialism in inforces this lesson. I did not expect to
learn from it that Karnow had shaped
Vietnam.
Vietnam was forced by history to my own first (very anti-communist)
play two ancestral opponents off views of Ho Chi Minh. Though I know
against each other, the French and Stanley, and traveled once to Israel
the Chinese. When one of these foes with him, I did not realize that he was
was accepted into an alliance, this the primary reporter for a 1S63 Time
was to undercut the other, whichever magazine story on Ho, which preseemed at the time more menacing. sented him as a dedicated servant to
Had we understood this in the 1941B Moscow.
and 1960s, we would not have believed
Karnow cannot be held accountable
in any of the temporary alliances Ho
Chi Minn formed with the French or for what Time's editors did to the
the Chinese. Consequently, we would unsigned articles confected from its
not have kept trying to impose French reporters' work. But there is, to his
colonialism, nor been hysterical in fine new book, an element of penance
our fear of Chinese dominance over done for his association with the
Time-Life line on coummunism in
Ho.
The second episode of the TV series Asia. I recently came across a good
(shown together with the first) ended example of that from a later stage of
with the first American death in Viet- theVfetnam story. On Oct. 11,1963, in
nam, that of Lt. Col. Peter Dewey of an issue of Life magazine that boldly
the OSS. But the show left out the predicted Robert McNamara would
most interesting thing about Dewey. straighten out anything going wrong
Just before his death, he had written: with the war in Vietnam, there was an
"Cochin China (southernmost Viet- adoring picture spread of madame
nam) is burning. The French and the Nhu's beautiful young daughters.
British are finished here, and we
The article showed these young
ought to clear out of Southeast Asia."
His death in Vietnam would not beauties drilling with the volunteer
have been followed by nearly 60,000 corps and swirling their Paris ball
others if we had been capable of gowns through dance steps. The headunderstanding Dewey's words. He line ran: "The Bewitching Nhu Girls
was a man who knew the French Give Us the Big Eye." This sappy bit
intimately; he had written a book of propaganda for Diem's family
about their fall to Hitler; then be came just two weeks before the assasbecame a spy in occupied France.
sination of Diem (and four weeks
The sad thing is that Dewey, the before the assassination of President
critic of British and French imperial- Kennedy). Our pictures of the forces
ism, was killed because British Gen. that work in Vietnam - of Ho and the
Douglas Gracey, fearing Dewey's "Nhu girls" - could not have been
sympathy for the Vietminh, refused to more shallow as we imagined we
let Dewey fly the U.S. flag on his Jeep. were straightening things out with
Vietminh ambushers took Dewey for McNamara. In this case, Life not only
went to war, but took us with it.
a Frenchman.
There is a parable there, of the way
America became entangled In the Garry Wills Is a columnist for toe
death throes of colonialism, trying to Universal Press Syndicate.
-TKBGNEWSfdHor
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Foolish leave doors open to theft
by Marcy Grande
Jeff left his room unattended only
for a minute yesterday to get his mail.
When he returned, the quartz watch
he left on his desk was gone. Jeff
looked all over for it but was sure he
had Just set it on the desk. None of his
neighbors could offer any helpful information, and Jeff could not point a
finger at anyone - except himself for
allowing anybody easy access to his
room.
Despite the persistent urging, security cautions and prevention techniques of Public Safety, there are
dozens of complaints every week concerning stolen coupon books, textbooks, purses, and other valuable
items. Yet Jeffs from all dormitories
and greek life units across campus
continue to become victims of their

own negligence.
They may believe their dorm rooms
are "home sweet home" and never
lock or even close their doors. Thus,
they deserve being victims of theft
due to their lack ofresponsibility.
On Monday alone, $120 in cash was
stolen from a room In McDonald
North and $87 worth of cash and
coupons were taken from a desk
drawer of an Offenhauer West dorm
room. Since Monday, Public Safety
has received several similar reports.
These burglaries happen all the
time, Dean Gerkens, Associate Director of Public Safety, said. According
to the reports, almost none of the
burglaries involved breaking into the
rooms, but instead, unlocked doors or
doors left ajar.
Some of the victims stated in the
reports that they could not recall

More than trunk, tusks
make an elephant..
by Timothy Thompson

whether or not they locked their
doors. Evidently, either the safety of
their personal belongings is of minimal importance to them, or they are
too embarassed to admit their negligence.
when most victims are asked why
they left their doors unlocked, the
same alibis are given: "I was only
gone for a minute," and "Only my
friends were around at the time.'
(But who was around during the time
the victim was gone and how
"friendly" are victims' friends?)
Another famous line victims give is,
"I don't lock my bedroom at home,
why should I lock it here?"
As for the "only-gone-for-a-minute"
excuse, all it takes is a minute for
something to be lifted This fact was
proven by a resident advisor in Prout

The R. A. saw two roommates talking to their neighbors down the hall.
They left their dorm room wide open.
The R.A. casually swiped a typewriter from their room. When the
ladles returned, they became hysterical over the stolen property ana were
especially confused because they did
not see anyone entering their room.
(Did they look?) The ladies were
relieved to find the incident was a
mock burglary, and that the R. A. was
only trying to prove a point. But most
of all, they were grateful that she
spared them the hard way to learn a
valuable lesson.
Unfortunately, many students are
not this lucky.
Marcy Grande, a staff reporter for
the News, is a magazine journalism
major from Independence, Ohio.

Short Cuts
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how we can get a larger share of that
economy. By understanding business,
Have you heard the one about the. you will truly understand the world MO
blind men and the elephant? Each of and the people in it."
"Well as long as we're talking about
them puts his hand on onepart of the
elephant and proclaims "This is what understanding the world," was the
an elephant must be!," because they journalism major's reply, "we'll have PP06L€PI
are unable to see the rest of it. One of to agree that everything that happens
them thinks the trunk is an elephant, is an event, and being able to underanother thinks the leg is an elephant, stand and interpret events and the
Gople in those events is the key to
and yet another thinks the tail is the
ing a well-rounded Individual. Jourelephant. Well, that story is packed
with high adventure and lust and nalism is not only a way of life, it is
passion - It's no wonder it endures life."
through the years as one of America's
The computer major had had
favorites. But it's more fun to talk
about real people than elephants enough of this interface, it was time to
sometimes, so let's listen in on this input his opinion. "I don't know where
conversation between a group of stu- you've all been but we can be sure
dents as they discuss what life is that computers are the key to the
future, and the way to a happier,
really all about.
The sociology major was adamant, more enriched life, we've really got
"We must all agree that life is socio- to stop thinking medieval
logy - life is people in society, and all thoughts..."
"You've all got valid opinions, but
of the behaviors and patterns and
trends of those people. Studying socio- don't you think life is determined by
logy is most important because, after its aesthetic value," chimed the music major, and the art major was
aUVman is a social animal."
"That's nonsense," the psychology nodding his head in approval. "Life,
major said. "People's minds are the in essence, is that which touches the
most important thing to study. If we heart and moves the soul, and it is
can unlock the secrets of the mind, we only through the various forms of art
will understand what motivates peo- that we may know what life is."
"You're getting away from objecple, and we will know why people
behave the way they do. Psychology tivity," was the science major's reasoning. "Life is what we can observe,
is most... "
"Wait a minute," the communica- what is real, whether it be the
tion major interjected. "Humans are movements of land masses or the
symbol-using animals. It is only interaction between chemicals. Scithrough studying words and language ence studies the essence of life."
"You're all right - and you're all
and nonverbal behaviors that we may
understand life. Studying commu- wrong," the philosophy major said,
nication unlocks the mysteries of the who had been quietly pondering the
human mind by understanding how discussion. The rest of them looked at
we talk to ourselves and how we talk him, questioning, confounded, and
to others. And remember: you cannot nervously lie searched for his reasons. Finally, he said "After all
not communicate."
"You people have some very good ... elephants are real."
points." the business major was ai
her salesperson best, "but let's face it Timothy Thompson, a columnist and
- business is where it's at. Everything cartoonist for the News, is a doctoral
that happens revolves around the candidate in interpersonal and public
economy, and it's up to us to find out communication.
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Lives won't be saved
by passage of issue 1
I'm not sure what Ms. Wise was
trying to say in Tuesday's letter to the
editor nor do I care. We are not
talking about Viet Nam or ability to
vote at 18. We are talking about the
legalization of drinking for the 19-to
20-year-old age group. Are we going to
save lives by changing this law?
Would it not save more lives by
kicking the age limit to those persons
over 65 or abolishing drinking alcohol
altogether? I think that kind of attitude will only bring more young
adults in conflict with the law. They
are not going to stop drinking; they
are just going to do it illegally. I, too,
came from the period where you
could consume 3.2 beer at age 18 and I
never abused the privilege or felt I
was too immature to handle it..So let's
vote "No" on Issue 1.
John Morebart
327 Corrtljn
Anstto H«rv»y
107 Dunbst

cheering and applauding when the
feats it's own purpose. Being a trans- Falcon Marching Band
band plays and marches at the
Slanted Hoosier. which is a 21 state, I
ave lost two friends in alcohol-re- cheered by fan support games, parades and pep rallies.
Everyone should remember, howlated accidents. Since they couldn't
On behalf of the Falcon Marching ever, that the real reason any of us go
buy beer and go home to enjoy it, they
were forced to drive around and drink Band, the directors and staff, I want to the athletic events is to help and
to avoid their parents and the police. to express our appreciation to the inspire in some small measure the
If they were allowed to drink legally, writers for the BG News who have members of our athletic teams, for
tbev would be at a bar or at home, been submitting articles on the band, without them, there would be no reawhich is obviously safer than cruising the members of SIC-SIC for their son at all for the band to be on hand.
country roads. (At least at a bar. a signs and encouragement and to the The BAND and FANS need each other
drunk would have more opportunities students on Saturday who have been to support and excite these fine athletic teams representing BGSU.
for assistance.) I believe my friends applauding our performances.
wuld still be alive today if they were
It gives the members of the Falcon
Mark t. KsWy
given the chance to act as adults and Marching Band a true sense of satisDirector of Bandi
drink responsibly rather than being faction to hear their fellow students
forced to sneak alcohol behind every- FORUM one's back.
Thus, the bottom line is that no
fa
ancient
Rome
the
Forum
wa*
a apace. Becauae all letter* mutt be
matter what the legal age, people are meeting place tor the dl*cu**lon of
verified, pleaae Include your adgoing to drink. I spent my teens
Buying beer and liquor with a fake ID politic* and laauea of the day. The dree* and phone number where you
or from friends who were 21. In short, general atore In email towna acroea can be reached during regular bu tithis ludicrous 21 law is ineffective and the United Statet took on that atmo- ne** hourt
tphere yeara ago and atlll haa It In
defeats its own purpose.
The News doe* reaerve the right to
In conclusion, emotional issues like eoaue locale: A forum lor the diethis often become political vehicles cuaslon of laauea and opinion; reject letter* or portion* of letter*
for politicians, especially when it gets therefore, haa been met through we believe to be In bed taete, mallclou* or llbelou*. All aubmlaalon*
close to election time. Unfortunately, different medium*.
are tubject to condentttlon though
this is the case with Ohio. Ohioans
We Invite you to write letter* to the thla la rarely done.
should avoid having another liberty
Pleaae tend your opinion* to:
taken away for the sake of token News addreaalng whatever concern*
politics. Hence, you can do your part you. We want to print your point of
by voting against this issue in Novem- view. Letter* ahould be typewritten,
Editor
or at lea*t legibly printed, tripleber.
BGNews
Dlrk Smith
716 E. Woottor

Drinking issue mere
token against problem
Well, once again, another political
witch hunt was formed. Specifically, I
am referring to the possibility of Ohio
raising its drinking age to 21. Not only
is this action irrational, but it defeats
it's supposed purpose.
This current movement to raise the
drinking age is simply wwhf panic
created by our increasingly-boring,
conservative government Ohio is one
of many other states that are threatening to switch to 21. The main thrust
of this hunt is the problem of drinking
and driving. Despite it's good intentions, switching to a 21 drinking age is
simply a token gesture that decei-.
vingly reassures and comforts parents about their sons and daughters
drinking and driving.
In reality, this token gesture de-

Clear Views

apacmd and tlgned. Try to limit your
latter to 200 word* becauae of

IN University Hall.

by T. Downing and T. Clear/

campus/local
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Cheap sofas, books, clothes
available at local thrift store
also take advantage of the sav-

by Rtta Ferenec
assistant copy editor

Booka for 35 cents, costume attire
for Halloween or a nice couch at a
cheap price all can be purchased from
the Volunteers of American Thrift
Store. 1069 N. Main St.
At least SO percent of the store's
business is college students buying
furniture, costumes or just stuff to
furnish their apartment with, Betty
Carter, the store's manager, said.
"They buy a lot of couches, even
now students are still looking for a
nice couch, but I haven't had enough
come in," Carter said. "We have
items coming in every day, and I try
to keep up with things I know people
want.
Though college students help to
keep the store in business, other peo-

''We have people from all walks of
life come in here," Carter said. "We
get college professors, teachers, the
elderly and people with large families
looking for kids clothes."
Besides furniture and old clothes,
the store carries a variety of housebold items at low prices. Shoes, old
records and various decor for a home
away from home also are available.

rdatelineOct. 13,1983
McFall Gallery - Paintings and drawings by Linda Ames-Bell of Toledo are
on display from 8:30 a.m.-5 p.m.
weekdays and 2-5 p.m. Sundays
through Oct. 15 at the McFall Center
Gallery. Admission is free.
Theatre - "Hot L Baltimore" will be
presented at 8 p.m. Oct. 12-15 at the
Main Auditorium of University Hall.
Tickets are $2 for students. For ticket
reservations call 372-2719

ALL THE items found in the store,
Carter said, are donated from the
Cic, a lot of which comes from the
ling Green area.
People who help in selling, delivery
or processing of the store's goods are
people who are or have been residents
of Toledo's Volunteers of America
rehabilitation home, Carter said.

Sculpture - "Stones My Father Told
Me of Clowns, Buffoons and Court
Jesters." an exhibit of sculptures by
Ed Parker of Cleveland is on display
at the Mileti Alumni Gallery. The
exhibit runs through Oct. 21. Viewing
Is from 8 a.m.-5 p.m. Admission is
free.
Mums - Parents' Day mums can be
ordered in the Union Oval today and
tomorrow from 10 ajn.-4 p.m. The
flowers will also be sold in 405 Student
Services. Price is $2.50.

PARENT
OF
THE
YEAR

A program has been established for
alcoholics, drug addicts, parolees or
people who are Just burned out, she
said. If they are capable, a person in
the program can work as a delivery
driver, processor or salesperson for
the Bowling Green store or one of the
three Toledo-based stores, Carter
added.
The idea behind the store program
is people helping others by helping
themselves acquire new skills,
according to the Volunteers of America handbook.
"The work gives the home's residents something to do while they're
there, besides the home activities.
And the college kids would miss us if
we weren't here," Carter said.

Wine - Deadline for registering for
the Oct. 15 trip to Klingshirn Winery
in Avon Lake, OH. is today at 5 p.m. in
the UAO office. Fee of $7 includes
transportation, tour and winetasting.
Must oe 21 or older. Bring valid drivers licen*».
Dateline, a daily service of the News,
lists dates and times of campus
events. Submissions by all organizations are welcome and must be turned
in typed and double spaced one week
prior to the event.

HOWARD'S <?'"

Guidelines for essays are
,,available starting Qct. 10
\ ^DEASLINE: OCTOBER A9

SENIORS!
SHOT

A
™

October Special

REGISTRATION
for
MINI-COURSES

$3.00

Begins Oct 17

Mixology
Aerobics
Jazz Exercise
First Aid

APPLICATIONS AVAILABLE
NOW IN UAO OFFICE
Open to any student

bg news staft/Patnck Sandor

Betty Carter

Film Making
Euchre
Bike Maintenance
and Many More

sni DP n nio OFFICE

10in. One Item Pizza
>■*""—>.

Open 4 p.m.

352-5166

Additional
Items E50' ea.

8

pW **

203 N. Main
FREE DELIVERY
...,,, ,. A* K **xp<ws,10/31/83
one coupon per pizza

PiTMEIT WM EM Of
EErar WEEX OF OCT 31

CUSSES

ICE COLD BEER & WINE

99*

Frito Lay

■

i

POTATO CHIPS

$1.29

Regular or Diet

SEVEN - UP

Easy to Handle-Convenient

BEER BALLS

RACKETEERS
DAIRY QUEEN BUILDING
FACING RAILROAD TRACKS-OFF WOOSTER

CASH & CARRY SPECIALS
FOR
SWEETEST WEEK
The yearbook photographer is in town for a
limited amount of time only.
Call 372-0086 to schedule your appointment
or come to the The KEY office
•
at 310 Student Services.

Long Stem
RED ROSES

$12
Dozen

Fancy

$g

CARNATIONS
Sweetheart
ROSES

Dozen
$JJ
Dozen

Daisies - Planters - Flowering Plants
EUROPEAN DISH GARDENS - ARRANGEMENTS

DON'T BE LEFT OUT!

THE FLOWERS SAY IT ALL! ! !

MYLES' FLOWERS
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Options Fair opens many doors to students
byT(
'eppftet

The opportunity to travel
to Europe, work for a major corporation, intern in
Washington D.C., or go to
school in another state
could be an exciting as well
as educational experience.
The Off-Campus Options
Fair offered the chance to
do any of these.

countries." Nancy Miller,
director of special programs and independent
studies, said.
National Student Exchange offers the choice of
studying at universities
around the country on a
domestic exchange, she
said.
"Exchange within the
states offers students a
chance to travel around

The fair, held yesterday
in Prout Plaza, promotes
numerous programs being
offered by the University
to "broaden your honTODS*

"Most kids here at Bowla Green have never been
of this area, let alone
out of the country. These
programs give mem the
chance to grow, get a sense
of what it is like in other

THURSDAY*
at

is.

"GOING ON exchange
helped me to get away and
experience new things and
meet new people. Ken
May, health care administration major from California State University at
Chico, said.
If you're interested in
traveling in other coun-

tries, the student abroad
program offers the opportunity to study in various
cities including Salzburg.
Madrid, Tours, Nantes and
Bath.
"Students choosing to
participate in this program
will fuid the expenses are
close to those paid here at
the University," Miller
said.
"Expenses are pretty
much the same and may
even be cheaper in Spain
because the dollar is worth
more there," Sandy Parsons, graduate student in
Spanish, said.
Being able to travel
arouna Europe was one

point brought up many
Bob Wagner, international business major,
studied in Austria last year
and found "there is a lot of
time to travel. They have a
different schedule that allows for many breaks.
It is not unusual to go to
Greece on spring break or
to Russia for a few days,
it's a lot cheaper to travel
there," Wagner said.
The program abroad offers a learning experience
in which "you learn as
much outside as you do in
the classroom," Dave McBride, junior political science/French major, said.

Who's Ed Miller?

LADIES NIGHT

He's Republican Candidate For
Councilman-at-large
He wants to meet you I
He's willing to meet with any group.
Call 352-8651

•unbelievable drink specials
Beginning at 8:30
with Don Coats

mT,

the U.S. Some people can
pick up another major or
minor;' Miller said.
Kathy McKenna, sophomore journalism major on
exchange from New Mexico State University, said
"I've never been in this
part of the country, this
was my chance to see it."

ANOTHER PROGRAM
increasing in popularity is
cooperative education.
"Co-op offers practical experience in the job market," Ralph Olson, field
coordinator, said. "Many
companies are sold on the
co-op program, they use it
as a recruiting tool," he
said.
The co-op office is located in the Administration Building and can be
checked daily for job openings. "All academic education should include
practical experience in the
field," Olson said.
Practical experience in
the field of teaching can be
obtained by student teaching abroad. "Basicly you
teach in American schools
overseas but over half the
students are from other

countries," Dr. Larry
Wills, director of student
teaching abroad, said.
Teaching abroad is on
the elementary or high
school level. "Students live
with host families which
helps make it international
in flavor," Wills said.
A national program
available to University students is one in which you
can get job experience in
Washington, DX.
MANY 8TUDENT8
think you have to be a
Elitical science major,
t there are a lot of outer
jobs available such as
working for the Washington Post for prospective
journalists or the Smithsonian Institute if you're an
art major, Miller said.

ElfCTI

Appearing This Friday and
Saturday beginning at
9:30 pm Rosie Arron's
Jumpin Jive Band
50's, 60's and Motown

NCIUMN-AT-UUGE
Political Advertisement paid for by Committee to elect Ed MiHer Councilman at
Large, Ashel Bryan & Ralph Olson Co. Chairmen, 1309 Lyn Rd., BG, OH.
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RS, INC,

STEREO LIQ

SUIS

NOW EXTENDING
LUNCHEON SPECIAL
TO 9 pm

5O

■Half-Sub and

Chili or

(small salad)
0)

Eo

CAR STEREO • HOUSEWARES • HOME STEREO • TOOLS • TELEPHONES

$1.95

O
-:lf you've ever wished you could buy
BRAND NEW STEREO at wholesale
or BELOW, be sure to attend. This sale
is open to the public We buy for cash:
♦BANKRUPTCY STOCK. WAREHOUSE
OVERSTOCKS, DIRECT IMPORTS.
FACTORY SERVICED UNITS. CLOSEOUTS' All items are BRAND NEW
with FULL WARRANTY Hundreds of
items to be offered at this sale Browsers
welcome

PIONEER POWER MAGNUMS

STANDS WITH FIRST 25 PAIRS!

$495

w STEREO HEADPHONES

15

DELUXE IN DASH CASSETTE
BUILT-IN 5 BAND EQUALIZER
40 WATTS

95

40 PIECE

SOCKET SET w RATCHET
INCLUDES
(Ann
METRIC &
* <**
SAE SIZES
V

HOME STEREO DECK

■LANK
CASSETTES

TECHNICS TURNTABLE

CLOCK RADIO

FULLY AUTOMATIC

AM-FM DIGITAL

$5995
BRAND NEW!

100 WATT
CAR STEREO POWER BOOSTER
BOOST
BASS

&TDK.

S-J495

2 WAY
VAN SPEAKERS

r
__ J

w BRACKETS
PAIR

18

FAMOUS NAME $
WAKE TO MUSIC

SOQ95

29J

109 95

SI ft95 -PE
■ W

WARRANTIES. MOT

STERB
HEADPHONES

10 PC
SCREWDRIVER SE

$399

$

95

MOST POPULAR $
SIZES

11 PC.
WRENCH SET

IN VINYL POUCH

700" RANGE

69

95

10

95

PORTABLE TV

WITH AM-FM-CASSETTE
AC. BATTERY.
OR
CAR CORD

$

15995

For Sweetest Day
Saturday Oct. 15

CHAIN
REACTION

SOUK

v HACK OUAHANIlt

kMK
5 PC
^MECHANICS PLIERS

CORDLESS
TELEPHONE

$

STEREO A HEADPHONES

$

ASSORTED SIZES
PLASTIC HANDLES

$995

CASSETTE WALK

TECHNICS RECEIVER
AM-FM
STEREO
40 WATTS

THOUSANDS OF ITEMS! FULL

$2995

RECEIVE FM
ON YOUR AM
CAR RADIO

SI C95

59

29*4: $5995 99-

FM CONVERTER

CAR STEREO

(
SCQ95

FAMOUS NAME CASSETTE

8

UNDEROASH CASSETTE

IN DASH AM-FM-CASSETTE

3 79

(
$095

PUSHBUTTON
TELEPHONE

SQ95

PAIR

50 cents off each Sub
2 Sub minimum on Delivery

FM WALK RADIO

MEMORY
REDIAL

FAMOUS NAME AUTO REVERSE

mhitf

OCTOBER SPECIAL
.2

Hundreds of items!

UNIVERSAL
MOUNT

2 METERS

3

o

$l

INCREDIBLE VALUES!

FAMOUS NAME INOASH STEREO

B

(Does not include Steak and
BBQ Beef)

EACH

CAR SPEAKERS

7 BANDS- 150 WATTS

1S extra

r

Deluxe Pioneer Component stereo speakers with large
12 woofer put the punch' in your system 4 way
design with front panel controls & protective circuit. 120
watts Made to sell for S738 00 a pair Limited quantity.

FITS MOST CARS

40

-Roast Beef & Italiart'Sausag*.' • *~

SPEAKER TMCKLOAD 80MNZA

AM-FM-CASSETTE

3UALIZER • BOOSTER

», 1

SAE SIZES
,.M
COMBINATION $Q»0
BOX/OPEN END
O

We've got 'em
in 14 KT Gold

50% off
Selected necklaces & bracelets
available in 15"-24" lengths

DELUXE CLOCK RADIO
WITH BUILT-IN TELEPHONE
FAMOUS NAME A
ADVERTISED
$^ Q95
ON T.V.

$

49*

IMN.«S.

lEWELHY>TO!lE

Ph. 3S3-**»I J •OWHN* •MiH.Mlt

RAINCHECK POLICY

LUCAS COUNTY RECREATION CENTER
n KEY STREET in MAUMEE, just south of Heather Downs Blvd.

ALL ITEMS GUARANTEED
Copyright 1983

Stereo Liquidators Inc

Albany N Y

Friday. 10AM - 9PM

Saturday: 10AM - 5PM

M-Th 10-5:30
Fri 10-8
Sat 10-5

If Stereo Lictuidators does not have an
advertised item in stock at this sale,
we will ship the item (or one of equal
value) lo you at no additional charge

^ Special Giftwrap-no charge

A

CASH • VISA • MASTERCARD

\

/
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1 million attend burial of South Korean officials
SEOUL, South Korea
(AP) - At least 1 million
mourners, including Defense Secretary
Weinberger, are
to attendthe funeral today
of 16 South Korean government officials killed in the
Burma terror bombing. An
anti-communist rally was
to follow the service.

Four of the dead were
members of the South Korean Cabinet, while others
were key aides and advisers to President Chun Doohwan, who escaped last
Sunday's bomb attack in
Rangoon by minutes. In
addition to the South Koreans, four Burmese were
killed.

The bodies of the Korean
dead were returned Tuesday to Seoul. They were
taken first to Seoul National University Hospital,
where they lay in state
until being moved to Yoido
Plaza, a vast site on Yoido
Island in the Han River
where massive meetings
often are held.

After the funeral rites
and movement of the bodies to the National Cemetery for burial, an anticommunist rally is to be
held at Yoido Plaza.
The government officials
lulled in Rangoon included
Sub Suk-ioon, who was
deputy prune minister and
lie planning min-

Communist North Korea
for the Rangoon bombing
and Rangoon police say
they have captured two
"Korean terrorists" and
killed a third in their hunt
for the attackers, but
North Korea yesterday
denied the accusation, calling it "preposterous and

Neither Chun nor other
government officials offered evidence that North
Korea carried out the
bombing, but the charges
fitted the pattern of exchanges that have taken
place regularly between
North and South Korea
since an armistice in 1953
ended the Korean War.

South Korea's military
and police f orces were put
on a special alert shortly
after the word of the bombing reached here Sunday,
and U.S. forces, numbering about 39,000 in
South Korea, were reported to have taken what
were termed appropriate
defensive precautions.

Inventors may choose Columbus

Will costs double?

Plant scrutiny continues
CINCINNATI (AP) -The
unfinished Zimmer Nuclear Power Plant, awash
in public criticism over an
estimate that its $1.7 billion cost may double before it can generate
electricity, will get more
federal scrutiny today.

last week when CG&E announced it plans to ask
state approval to charge
customers and stockholders for Zimmer if the plant
is abandoned. The final
decision on whether to
abandon Zimmer or finish
it is still pending.

Officials of Cincinnati
Gas & Electric Co., which
is building the plant near
Moscow, Ohio, are to meet
with Nuclear Regulatory
Commission staff members today at NRC offices
in Bethesda, Md.

Opponents of the project
say customers and stockholders should not be penalized for CG&E's alleged
mismanagement. Gov.
Richard Celeste last week
asked the Public Utilities
Commission of Ohio, which
regulates utilities, to investigate Zimmer costs.

Officials of CG&E. the
managing partner of three
Ohio utilities involved in
the project, triggered criticism from state officials
and consumer advocates

ister: Foreign Minister
Lee Bum-suk, Minister of
Commerce and Industry
Kim Dong-whie; Minister
of Energy and Resources
Sun Sang-chul; chief presidential secretary Hahm
Pyong-choon and •senior
presidential economic adviser Kim Jae-ik.
CHUN HAS blamed

THE NRC last November halted all safety-related construction at
Zimmer, 27 miles up the

Ohio River from Cincinnati, because of problems
with quality assurance at
the plant. The NRC had
ordered the quality control
review after reports of
thousands of possibly defective pipe welds and
other problems.
NRC spokesman Frank
Ingram said today's meeting is for CG&E officials to
explain how the utility will
verify construction quality
at the single-reactor plant.
CG&E President William Dickhoner said on
Oct 6, for the first time,
the utility is considering
alternatives to completing
Zimmer. including abandoning the project.

That decision won't be
made until CG&E officials
confer with executives of
the two partner utilities,
Dayton Power and light
Co. and Columbus and
Southern Ohio Electric
Co., a subsidiary of Ameri-

COLUMBUS, Ohio (AP)
- An inventors' group apparently thinks Columbus
is a pretty inventive place,
and an organization official says they are close to
picking Columbus as their
headquarters.
Directors of the National
Congress of Inventor Organizations will meet in
Houston next month to
choose a headquarters site
and "they're very close to

picking Columbus," Ed
Young of Hilliard, Ohio,
the group's vice president,
said!
During a Tuesday meeting of the affiliated Inventors Council of Ohio, Young
praised efforts by Gov.
Richard Celeste and the
Columbus Area Chamber
of Commerce to woo NCIO
directors.
Celeste sent an enthusiastic letter pledging his

support, Young said, and of the American Associathe Columbus chamber is tion of Engineering Soderounding up corporate and ties on a three-year grant
foundation dollars to help from the U.S. Bureau of
the project.
Standards.
"They were tickled to
death. Young said. "This
Because of the vital role
is the only governor in the inventors could play in the
United States that thought resurgence of U.S. technolto write a letter to an in- ogy, Young predicts the
organization's memventors' group."
bership could grow from
THE NCIO now operates the current 10,000 to 100,000
out of the New York offices by 1990.

CA TCH IT ON THURSDA Y

can Electric Power Co. of
Columbus. The three utilities serve about 1.091 million customers in Ohio,
Kentucky and Indiana.
Before that, Bechtel
Power Corp., a consultant
to CG&E, must give the
utilities more specific information about Zimmer's
costs. Bechtel triggered
the newest controversy
over Zimmer by estimating that it will cost between
$2.8 billion and $3.5 billion
to finish.
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FALCONETTES
Edie Baker
Amy Barber
Angie Brennan
Kim Davis
Beth Del Maramo
Holly Eisenhouer
Car la Evelsiaer - • •
Melissa Frizzell * ,( '-"'
Judy Hintz
Tracy Kettering
JiU

r

Sdmeta

Tina Kneisley
Cindy Lea
Lisa Major
Sara Martin
Karen Melzer
Tracy Meredith
Cathy Napier
Lynn Plaskey
Lori Potter
Lynda Sauerman

f0TT®
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The NBA

WATCH FOR THE FALCONETTES BETWEEN 1st and 2nd

comes to Toledo!
THETA CHI FRATERNITY
0XT0BER BLAST

i

SAT. OCT. 15th at 1:00 pm - (
710 7th Street

*
*

i
/

Chicago
$*

see our Great selection

ey

*

100% Shetland wools, wool blends, acrylics, and angora blends. Many styles and colors
— S.M.L. of 32 to 40.
Choose yours now for those chilly days ahead. Modeling our sweaters are left to right —
Jill Castanien. Pam Mazey, Jill Lukemeyer and Lorl Kern all employees at

525 Ridge

2k SbJ* Suff

vs

BULLS
Sunday October 14,1913
Game Time - 6:30 DJIL

A

ARTHRITIS

Detroit

PISTONS
Centennial HoN/Untversity of Toledo

lOUNDA'JION.

TICKETS AVAILABLE
Both Boogie Records, Both Head Sheds. All Abbey Read Stem. Al Finden records
and the Ceitsrmitl Ha*. Bex Offer

photo by St«v» Franc*

For Mastercard/Visa salts end generei information eaM 537-4231
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Sheriff's death commemorated by museum
:

UMA, Ohio (AP) - Fifty
yean to the day after
mobster John Dillinser
and three of his gang broke
out of the Allen County Jail
and killed the sheriff, yesterday the sheriffs department paid tribute to the
. slain lawman and opened a
.'. museum to remember the
.event.
A ceremony was held on
. the lawn of what now is the

county detective office. It
is the site where Sheriff
Jess Sarber had his home,
office and jail five decades
ago, and where he was
fatally wounded Oct. 12,
1933 by gang member
Harry Pierponf.
Deputies also have established a small museum
in the courthouse to display artifacts of the Dillinger escape, the only one

ever from the now 113year-old jail.
Dillinger had been captured in Dayton the previous month and was
awaiting trial for robbing a
bank at Bluffton, Ohio, in
August.
He was playing cards
with cellmates that day.
Sarber sat at his desk reading a paper and his wife
was nearby working a
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0 WE HAVE THE CURE!
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THE THREE MEN said
they wereXrom the Indiana
State Prison at Michigan
City, from which Dillinger
had been paroled, and
wanted to talk to him.
Sarber asked for credentials, and each of the three
- Pierpont, Charles Makeley and Russell Clark showed him their pistols.
Sharp testified at trials
for the trio that when
Sarber moved to open a
desk drawer where he kept
his 38-caliber Colt revolver, Pierpont shot him
in the stomach. The sheriff
died 90 minutes later.

He told other deputies
years later that Dillinger
was upset over Sarber's
did you do that?'
he quoted Dillinser as
asking when his cell door
opened. After the murder,
the gang's first, they went
on a rampage that earned
zer designation as
the FBI's Public Enemy
Number One.
After their convictions,
Pierpont, whose parents
lived near Leipsic, Ohio,
and Makeley, a native of
St. Mary's, were sentenced
to death. Makeley was
killed trying to escape
from the Ohio Penitentiary
in Columbus in September.
Pierpont was executed
Oct. 17, 1934. Clark got a
life sentence and was paroled in 1968, shortly before he died of cancer.
SHARP, NOW 82 and liv-

TEL AVIV, Israel (AP)Israel's frantic pre-devaluation buying spree died
down yesterday, but the
finance minister was reported under pressure to
resign for his handling of
the economic crisis.
Israel radio, Israel television and several newspapers said senior members
of the governing Likud bloc
were working with top
bankers to dump Yoram
Aridor in favor of Ezer

paw
HA

MO

AUTO,
352-0564

Weizman, the popular, former defense minister.
No one would comment
publicly on the delicate
Issue, but Israel radio
quoted a source close to
Prime Minister Yitzhak
Shamir as saying he had no
intention of dropping ministers from his new government "in the coming
weeks."
However, the radio said,
Shamir did not rule out
changes once his govern-

ment was stable and
firmly in office. Aridor
said he did not Intend to
resign in the face of
charges be had mismanaged the economy and lost
his credibility.
Two weeks of economic
turmoil climaxed Tuesday
with a 23 percent devaluation of the Israeli shekel
and 50 percent increases in
the prices of basic foodstuffs.
Israelis responded by

1450 E. WOOSTER ST.

CARRY OUT ONLY

BETA THETA PI

1/2 lb. Burger & 1/2 lb Fries
$2.49
& a Large Coke
Full Slab Barbecued Ribs <A 0Q
1/2 lb Fries & Large Coke frg?
For one very hungry person or
enough to satisfy two!

CROWD PLEASER!

PROUDLY ANNOUNCES ITS NEW
ACTIVES AND PLEDGES FOR
FALL SEMESTER '83
ACTIVES

.-*-■

MIKE ANDERSON
MIKE BOWERSOX
RICH EAGIN
BYRON HORTER
JOHN LOVELESS

TONY BATTISTA
TOM DAVIS
TONY GALLO
JOHN CLIEBE
JOHN HLIVKO
JIM MCGUIRE
CRAIG SOMMERS

20 pcs. of Fried Chicken
(5 breasts-5 thighs-5 wings-5 legs)
2 lbs Fries - 4 lg. cokes $9.99
No other discounts on these
Special Offers
Expires Nov. 6, 1983

ing in retirement in Florida, returned for
yesterday's memorial
service.
"I was glad I could testify against them," Sharp
said at the memorial ceremony. "I wanted to tell the
truth and get the thing over
with. I wanted to see that
they got th»<r just dues. I
wanted justice done."
"I just think it should be
remembered because it
was a tragic event and one
of our residents died in
public office," Sheriff's detective Timothy Garlock
said.
Sarber's .38-caliber Colt
is among more than 100
items displayed in the
courthouse museum. Also
on display is a Thompson
submachine gun used by
the slain sheriff's son, Don,
who took over his father's
duties, to guard gang

members
trial.

during their

"For 24years old," Sheriff's Lt. Sam Crish said,
"he showed a hell of a lot of
restraint to just sit there
with a Thompson machine
gun and guard the men
who'd murdered his father."
Other artifacts on display include FBI
'"wanted" posters on Dillinger, and the original Allen County grand jury
indictment of Dillinger for
his role in Sarber's murder.
Before it could be
served, Dillinger was
gunned down by FBI
agents as he left the Biograph Theater in Chicago
July 22,1934.

Israeli pressured to resign

352-7031

^■a

Sharp testified that the
three demanded the Jail
keys and when Sarber refused Pierpont and Makeley beat him with their
pistols. Mrs. Sarber got the
keys, but the bandits still
couldn't open Dillinger's
cell.
Sharp said they thought
he was a trusty because he
was not in uniform and
ordered him to open the
door. He complied, hoping
to save time and the sheriff's life.
"They shot a couple of
times down the hall, right
over my ear," Sharp said.
"They said 'You other bastards get back.' That's exactly what they said. 'We
don t want anybody but
Johnnie.'"
The gunshot near his
head cost Sharp the hearing in one ear and damaged hearing in the other.

crossword puzzle when
three men walked in about
dusk. Deputy Wilbur
Sharp, in civilian clothing,
was working on his day off
for a fellow deputy, and
was in the room, seated on
a sofa.

CONGRATULATIONS TO ACTIVES AND PLEDGES

* OUTSTANDING PLEDGE FOR SPRING
'83-Byron Horter!*

stampeding to grocery
stores and electronic goods
shops Tuesday in search of
items still being sold at
?re-devaluation prices,
esterday, merchants had
already raised their prices
and there were no bargains
left.
THE CRISIS began two
weeks ago when the Bank
of Israel; the nation's central bank, published figures showing a staggering
increase in the foreign debt
and trade imbalance this
year. The public reacted
with a massive dumping of
bank stocks, the favorite
form of small investment
in this country.
Anticipating a devaluation, Israelis changed their
money into dollars in such
vast quantities that the
banks warned they could
no longer support their
stocks. With a crash appearing imminent, the
stock market closed Sunday. It has not reopened. I
The devaluation was designed to goad the public
into selling its dollars and
reinvest in bank stocks. It
was also aimed at improving the trade balance by

making Israeli exports
more attractive on world
markets and cooling high
Israeli spending on imported goods.
It was not clear how hard
the crisis had hit Shamir
politically.
The daily Afaariv reported that a random sampling of street opinion
showed a sharp prestige
drop in Tel Aviv's low-income Hatikva quarter,
which until now was
strongly pro-Likud. But in
Kiryat Shemonah near the
Lebanese border, another
Likud bastion, residents
said the anger was directed at Aridor, not at the
government as a whole.
The success of the measures will become dear
only when the stock market reopens. Financers are
waiting to see whether the
public returns to bank
stocks. A drop of IS i
to » percent is
ahd'thetehHare'i
a formula whereby i
ments would become government-backed bonds,
redeemable at their value
in dollars plus interest in
1968.

"OnNov.l7fh,
adopt a friend
who smokes."
Help a friend get through
the day without o cigarette
They might just quit
forever. And that's
important Because good
friends are hard to find.
And even tougher to lose
THE GREAT AMERICAN SMOKEOUT

f AMERICAN CANCER SOCETY
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Meat Lovers - Ground beel.
sausage ham & Canadian bacon

S.M

7.00

• 50

1050

Vegetarian Lover - Black olive*
mushrooms green peppers, and
onions on; whole wheat dough

5 00

7.1$

• 75

11.15

Breakfast Lovers - Fresh eggs and
ham. sausage or bacon strips

S.70

5 10

*.I5

7.7$

Spice Lovers - Pepperoni
salami and Italian sausage

4. It

5"0

7.40

t.Mi

Wild West Lovers - Ground
buffalo mushrooms and 1
bacon strips
.,

•in

6 00

7 50

t*$

Food Lovers - Sausage beef
pepperoni. mushrooms, brack
olives ham. green peppers,
onion and extra cheese

7.M

10.40

lt.SO

15 50

Tropical Lovers — Pineapple and
shnmp on whole wheat dough

4.7J

6 75

1.10

10.1$
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The University of Bowling Green Student
Health Clinic and the Medical College of Ohio,
Department of Psychiatry, announce their
joint participation in a project to study group
treatment of Bulimia. Bulimia is a rapidly
increasing problem in populations of young
women and is characterized by the following:
Episodic Binge eating, fear of not being able to
stop eating, vpmitting, and a depressed mood
following the eating binges. The project here
on campus will consist of two parts. The first
will be a brief written survey to be distributed
in some classes to study the experimental
screening value of the EAT TEST. The second
will be a volunteer group with weekly meetings
in the Student Health Center for a total of eight
or nine weeks. Sixteen to 20 volunteers for the
treatment and control groups will be selected
by the Health Center Staff for the free therapy.
Please contact the Health Center for additional
information if you are interested.
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Maid's friends raise $$ for sick granddaughter
CINCINNATI (AP) - Ruth Gamble
has had to take a leave of absence
(nan her job as a motel maid to care
for a granddaughter who is awaiting a
liver transplant. So, some of Mrs.
Gamble's friends are helping out.
Doctors say that 2^-year-old Laquida Gamble, the granddaughter,
needs a new liver if she is to survive to
school age. Transplant coordinators
at the Ohio Valley Organ Procurement Agency, a Cincinnati firm which
helps match donor organs with recipients, say the demand for livers for
ailing children far outstrips availability.
*"

Laquicia suffers from bilary atresia, a blocked bile duct which hampers the digestive process and the
child's growth. She was also born with
rickets, a bone ailment which caused
her to suffer numerous broken bones
after she began crawling.
Mrs. Gamble's co-workers and supervisors at the Holiday Inn motel in
downtown Cincinnati have begun several fund-raising projects. Employees
are sponsoring a baked-goods sale
today and tomorrow and a flea market sale tomorrow, all at the motel.
They are also encouraging friends
and motel guests to donate money.

KEVIN RICHARDS, the motel's
general manager, said the motel's
management firm, Winegardner and
Hammons, Inc., has committed itself
to provide Mrs. Gamble and Laquicia
with complimentary air transportation and motel rooms when a suitable
donor liver is found.

Children's Hospital in Pittsburgh or come to the motel's top-floor nightLeBonbeur Children's Hospital in club Oct. 25 in another fund-raising
Memphis, Tenn., for the operation.
effort. He said Winegardner and
Hammons will donate to Mrs. Gamble
The liver must be transplanted $1 for every drink sold in the nightclub
within eight to 12 hours from when it that night, and will auction off a
is removed from the donor's body, football autographed by the celebSuttman said. Her agency helps rities.
match recipients with the organs, but
"Well lose money that night, but
surgical-medical teams at the hospi- we don't care. It'll be worth it,"
No liver transplants are performed tal decide which patients receive the
in Cincinnati. Patricia Suttman, organs.
transplant coordinator at the CincinRichards said. "We've committed
nati organ procurement agency, said
Richards said his firm is also ar- this hotel to raise $3,000 by the end of
children from the Cincinnati area ranging to have Cincinnati profes- this month, and whatever we don't
would have to be flown to either sional and college sports celem-ities raise, we'll write a check for."

AFL-CIO leader Test reveals cancer growth
won't step down
HONOLULU(AP)- The
former construction
worker who runs the AFLCIO in Hawaii is defying
the authority of national
AFL-CIO President Lane
Kirkland, who wants him
to step aside until a federal
perjury indictment against
the Hawaiian official is
settled
Walter Kupau, state
AFL-CIO president for 14
years, got a cheer when he
told delegates at the Hawaii AFtCIO convention
that he didn't "accept
threats" and that he
wouldn't quit.
"If be (Kirkland) wants
to do something, let him do
something. I'm not going
to walk away from a challenge."
Now he is waiting for
Kirkland's reaction.
"He moved, I jumped,
and now it is his move,
Kupau said at the Carpenters Union headquarters
here.
"When you get elected
on the local level, you have
to reflect the wishes of
those that elected you,"
Kupau, 47, said.
Kupau was unanimously
elected to a new two-year
term at the convention
Sept. 10. Kirkland sent an
emissary, Alan Kistler,
a letter, to dele?
I Kupau M Which
Kupau to
take a leave of absence
"until the criminal
charges against you are
dismissed or you are otherwise exonerated.
"IF YOU do not do so, I
will have no choice but to
take all necessary steps to
bar you from holding office
in the Hawaii state AFLCIO " the letter said.
"They are defying my
right to be elected and
serve in union office," Kupau said.
But Kirkland noted in the
letter that he wasn't seeking to interfere in Kupau's
re-election, acknowledging
that was "totally the business of the delegates."
Kirkland and other AFLCIO officials are pondering
their next move.
man for the national AFLCIO in Washington, has
said the "president's office
holds absolute authority."
Kirkland was touring
Central America this week
as a member of the Kissinger commission and was
unavailable for comment.
But in Washington, sources
within the federation who
declined to be identified
indicated there was no imminent move to expel Kupau, and that AFL-CIO
officials wanted to learn
more details of the indictment
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KUPAU HAS been active
in Hawaii's labor community for 23 years, rising
from Waikiki construction
worker in 1960 to financial
secretary of Local 745 of
the International Brotherhood of Carpenters and
Joiners.
Kupau said the organization he now leads represents about 40 unions
with an estimated 46,000
members. He is paid about
$60,000 by the carpenter's
union, but the position of
state AFL-CIO president is
unpaid.
A federal grand jury indicted Kupau Aug. 18 on
seven counts of perjury in
connection with threats allegedly made to a nonunion contractor, Walter
Mungovan, on the island of
Maul in 1961. Kupau has
pleaded innocent to the
charges. A trial date has
been set for early November.
The indictment alleges
that Kupau lied in a Feb.
23, 1961, affidavit on the
purpose of union picketing
at Mungovan's business.
Kupau said in the affidavit
that pickets at Mungovan's
construction site were protesting substandard wages
paid by the contractor, but
federal prosecutors allege
that the infarmatioual
picketing was an attempt
to pressure Mungovan into
signing a union contract.
KUPAU IS also accused
of making false statements
at the May trial of two
carpenters' union officials
who made similar
statements about the purpose of the picketing in
March 1961 affidavits. WUliam Nishibayashi, 43, and
Ralph Torres, 48, were
convicted of perjury and
sentenced to six months in
prison.
Mungovan, who testified
at the federal trial, has
been given a new identity
and relocated away from
Hawaii under the federal
Witness Protection Program.

BOSTON (AP) - A new
blood test that shows
whether cancers of the
ovaries are growing or
shrinking should help doctors pick the best treatment to eliminate the
common tumors, researchers say.
Until now, doctors have
needed to operate again
after the cancers were removed to make sure traces
of the tumors were not
growing and spreading.
The new test "will give
some early indication as to
whether the tumor is getting larger or smaller under treatment," Dr.

Robert Bast Jr., who directed a study of the procedure, said.
About 18,000 women get
ovarian cancer each year,
and it accounts for 6 percent of all cancer deaths
among women.
Bast said if the test
proves accurate enough, it
might someday be used to
screen seemingly healthy
women for early cases of
the cancer.
In its first stages,
ovarian cancer does not
produce any symptoms, so
it often spreads before it is
diagnosed. When surgeons
operate, tiny cancerous

nodules often cannot be
removed and are left behind. Drug therapy is
started to try to wipe out
the remaining cancer.
"MANY MONTHS
elapse during chemotherapy when the chemotherapist can't tell whether
the tumor is getting larger
or smaller," Bast said.
The new test measures
chemicals called antigens
that are produced by the
cancer. It lets doctors
know whether the treatment is working. If it is
not, they may have time to
switch to more effective
drugs.
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Mrs. Gamble Is at home with her
husband, Raymond, her son, also
named Raymond, and Laquicia,
among other children in the bouse.
Richards said he expects Mrs. Gamble will need to be off work for perhaps five months.
"We're wanting to do this for the
right reasons," Richards said. "Yes,
we want to get a little goodwill out of
it, but mainly we're doing it because
we want to help the little girt."
Raymond Gamble, Laquida's father, said, "I have faith everything
will work out."
P

American Heart Association
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ALL THE
SALAD AND PIZZA
YOG CARE TO EAT

Friday- 11:00 am-4:00 pm- $3.00
EAST ONLY
Sunday-11:00 am-10 pm- $3.50
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Monday-11:00 am-3 pm- $3.00
EAST ONLY
Tuesday-11:00 am-3 pm- $3.00
EAST ONLY
5 pm-lOpm- $3.50
BOTH STORES
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^
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FARM
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352-8381

Torres and Nishibayashi
"bullied him, they threatened him, they shut him
down and they willfully
and maliciously perjured
themselves," a memorandum filed by U.S. Attorney
Daniel Bent in federal
court last July, read.

zz^s

Kupau said he considers
the perjury indictments
"to be a beef between the
local union and the U.S.
attorney's office."

Big Mac* Sandwich
Medium-sized Soft Drink
Regular Order of French Fries
What a meal combination, The
Leader of the Pack-Big Mac
Sandwich.. TwoallbeetpattiesspecialsaucelettucecbeeseKc k leso nion sonasesameseed jn". Our world famous trench
fries, made from US #1 Grade
potatoes and an icy cold
sott drink.

So stop by McDonald's and
order the BIG MAC PACK.. .It
is a Big Mac Sandwich, regular
order of trench fries, and a
medium-sized soft drink.. .all
served in special "Leader of
the Pack" packaging.
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Watt

. .from page one

made," the president said.
"He (Watt) recognizes
that, too. What he was trying to say was not based on
any malice, any prejudice
of any kind... If there was
any bigotry or malice in
the man, prejudice of any
kind, be wouldn't be a part
of the administration.''
As for the Republican
caucus, Sen. Bob Dole of
Kansas said "Some very
strong feelings were expressed. There's a very,
very strong feeling that

Secretary Watt should
leave."
And even Watt's must
outspoken defender of late,
Assistant Republican
Leader Ted Stevens of
Alaska, conceded the interior secretary was in deep
trouble.
"There is an increasing
number of members of the
majority who are of the
opinion that a change will
ultimately have to be
made," Stevens said.

REPUBLICANS had a
wide ranging discussion of
Watt at the caucus, and
almost all agreed, according to participants, that
Watt should resign.
"It became clear that
the Watt thing had hurt
Republicans and had hurt
the Reagan administration
and was not just going to
go away," one Seriate Republican, who asked not to
be identified, said.

in conjunction with Woman for Woman, the school
of Journalism, and Women in Communication
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CHRISTINE CRAFT
THE ANCHOR WOMAN WHO
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to her
first college speaking engagement
MOM OCT 17
59* admission
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BRAND BALLROOM

Reconciliation scheduled
BEIRUT, Lebanon (AP)
- President Amin Gemayel
yesterday scheduled a
''national reconciliation
conference" for Oct. 20,
but factional violence
raged on. Moslem-Communist fighting left 47 dead
and 70 wounded in Tripoli
and six soldiers were
wounded in a Druse attack
on the town of Souk elGharb.
Although Gemayel set a
date for the reconciliation
conference, he did not announce a site for the meeting - the major obstacle to

A Lebanese army
spokesman said the army
at Souk el-Gharb, nine
miles southeast of Beirut,
returned fire after its positions were attacked with
mortars, small arms and
rocket-propelled grenades
from surrounding Drusecontrolled positions.
IN TRIPOLI, the port 50
miles north of Beirut, 47
people were killed and 70
wounded in fighting between Communist militiamen and the Islamic
Unity movement for control of the seaside slums,

holding it. However, he
said a preliminary committee should begin working today to set an agenda
for the conference.
Meanwhile, there was
another break in the ceasefire, with six Lebanese soldiers wounded, two seriously, in the Druse attack
on Souk el-Gharb. The
town is in the Chouf Mountains overlooking Beirut
airport, where the Marine
Corps commandant, Gen.
Paul Kelley, met with U.S.
Marine peaceekeepers
yesterday.

BEREA, Ohio (AP) Advanced business students must learn to put
together all the parts and
not specialize in any single
facet of business education, the new chairwoman
of Baldwin-Wallace Colge's division of business
ation said.

"We've forgotten to
show people how to look at
all the parts of an organization and to make them
function smoothly together," Bonita Melcher
said.
"Instead, we've been
teaching them how to be
competent accountants or
marketeers. That's impor-

tant, but the number of
specialists needed is decreasing."
Melcher, 40, assumed
her new post Sept. 1, after
teaching management and
organizational behavior at
the University of Nebraska
at Omaha.
She received her master's degree and doctorate
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Melcher said. "An organization is comprised of subunits and we're emphasizing the things you need to
know to make those subunits run smoothly."
She said there is a trend
in corporations to eliminate middle-managers, often because computers can
do the work middle-managers have traditionally
done.
More students, therefore, are considering startingr their own businesses.
'That sets into the difficult challenge of venture
capital," she said. "New
business starts in this area
are not receiving sufficient
financial support. As a
business school, I think we
need to educate industries
and bankers that there has
to be more of a risk-taking
attitude."
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in business administration
from Kent State University
and was an assistant professor of management for
three years at the University of Akron.
About 440 students are
enrolled in the BaldwinWallace evening MBA program, one designed for
working business professionals. At least two years
of business experience is
required.
The college has adopted
a "systems approach, or
one which provides a
broader perspective on
business operations than
what might be gleaned
from an accountant's ledger.
"The technique is probably more advanced in sociology and some
engineering schools than in
business schools,"
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Gemayel's decision on a
date for the reconciliation
conference was announced
in a broadcast that said the
site was still being discussed. Gemayel wants the
talks to be held in suburban Baabda or Saudi Arabia , but his foes oppose this
and want to meet on a ship
off the Beirut coast.
The reconciliation talks
were called for in a truce
that stilled fighting in the

Too much specialization?

Prices in ellccl 1019/83 thru I0'l'./H3

2.44

central mountains Sept. 26,
but squabbling over the
site has delayed the start
of the dialogue to find a
new power-sharing formula for this tiny nation of
4 million Moslems and
Christians.
Gemayel, a Maronite
Catholic, directed that invitations be sent to senior
politicians to attend the
reconciliation talks. Including Gemayel, those
taking part would include
five Maronites, two Sunni
Moslems, two Shiite Moslems, and one Druse - Walid Jumblatt.

the state radio said. The
second day of fighting left
many buildings in flames,
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